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SPEAKING THAT ADDRESSES CORPORATE’S TOP 4 CHALLENGES
DATA-DRIVEN LEADERSHIP (Formats: Keynote, Workshop)

Let's not ignore the science and the technological data that exists to illuminate how to best lead our
teams, have influence cross-functionally, and ignite individuals in the organization to inspire them to lead!
Learn the strategic formula to ensure you create buy-in, influence and collaboration. Moreover, learn
how to become a transformational leader by building leaders, one at a time utilizing unique data, and
recognize the power of diversity from the inside out!

COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT (Formats: Keynote, Workshop, Master Class Series)

We communicate everyday. We talk, we listen, but do we always feel heard? How can we ensure we
make the connection with the other person? The prospect? The board? It’s a combination of knowing
what to do and how to do it. Communicate to Connect combines the science and the art available for you
to create influence and reach outcomes!

ALIGN YOUR PURPOSE, PASSION AND PROFIT (Formats: Keynote, Workshop)

What if we each knew our purpose? How would it fuel your passion, joy, confidence, determination,
resilience, results, sense of fulfillment? Now, multiply that answer by every individual on a team, and
again, across every team in an organization. Learn how you can unlock the clues and queues that guide
you to live with purpose, passion and profit – from the inside out!

CREATE DEMAND FOR YOUR BRAND (Formats: Keynote, Workshop, Master Class Series)

Tap into the 5 steps of how to design your brand, from the inside out, to magnetize the right audiences to
you. Get away from a synthetic elevator pitch about what you do and move into the authentic sharing of
who you are! Then you can let your brand work for you, to become . . . the ‘go to’, the leader of choice,
the one other’s recommend, the . . . [fill in the blank] with why you want to be in demand!

Why Do People Listen When Michele Speaks?
"Michele Lando's presentation at a recent Pacific Life conference was the finest presentation of any kind I
have seen in a long time. She is engaging, easily connects with her audience and communicates her topic
clearly and effectively. She is a wonderful presenter and you will leave with many useful and practical ideas
for your business. When she finished I wanted more of what she has to offer and am doing additional work
with her. If you are going to hear her speak you are in for a treat."
Jeffrey Hales, Managing Partner, Hawthorne Financial, L.L.C.

Would you like to explore ways to accelerate your unique,
mission-critical objectives with Michele?
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